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ABSTRACT
How to Address Politics of the Body in Participatory Performance? 
On the Possibilities of Sensory Fields and Collective Body 
Techniques as Analytical Tools
!is article discusses the importance of and challenges in analyzing and contex-
tualizing the ways of bodily participation in participatory performance practic-
es. !e writer suggests that the crucial ideological assumptions, as well as the 
processes of exclusion and inclusion of any participatory project, are not to be 
seen solely in their “goals” or “themes”, but, even more distinctly, in the modes 
of bodily participation that they employ. !e writer presents a novel performance 
analytical framework that takes the bodily dimension – what is actually done 
to and expected from the bodies of the participants during the performance 
event – as the starting point for critical analysis. Drawing especially from Jacques 
Rancière’s and Marcel Mauss’s views of human perception and experience, the 
main concepts of this framework are ‘sensory "elds’ and ‘collective body tech-
niques’. !e writer also shows how these concepts have informed his research on 
Lois Weaver’s performance What Tammy Needs to Know About Getting Old and 
Having Sex (2008).
Keywords: performance analysis, performance philosophy, politics of the body, 
human perception, Jacques Rancière, Marcel Mauss.
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INTRODUCTION
Participation is widely seen as one of the key fac-
tors in promoting equality, democracy, inclusion 
and collective action in most areas of society. Fur-
thermore, a growing number of arts policy makers, 
artists, funding bodies, curators and theorists in-
vest participatory performance practices with var-
ious therapeutic, pedagogical and overtly political 
goals.1 Recent research has shown that participatory 
art and performance practices entail ideological as-
sumptions and exclusionary processes. For instance, 
Claire Bishop has concentrated on discourse ana-
lytical and institutional critique of historical and 
contemporary projects; Shannon Jackson on insti-
tutional and infrastructural dimensions of social-
ly oriented practice; and Irit Rogo# and Florian 
Schneider on the problematic reliance on represen-
tation and identity in participatory art.2 However, 
relatively little attention has been paid to explaining 
the functioning of the human perceptual apparatus 
through which we sense and make sense of perfor-
mance situations. Such explanatory e#orts could 
open up new possibilities for interrogating and con-
textualizing the politics of the body in participato-
ry practices. !is would be more than welcome for 
many of us scholars and students for whom it is, as 
Colette Conroy suggests, “di$cult to connect our 
theorising, spectating and acting with our cultural 
and scienti"c understanding of the shape and form 
of the body.”3
In this article, I present novel performance ana-
lytical tools that are grounded on a general view of 
human perception and signi"cation processes and 
outline some of the ways in which they have in-
formed my research on Lois Weaver’s What Tammy 
Needs to Know about Getting Old and Having Sex 
(2008). I believe that the crucial ideological cur-
rencies and processes of exclusion and inclusion of 
any participatory project are not to be seen solely in 
their goals or themes but, even more distinctly, in 
the modes of bodily participation that they employ. 
My framework takes bodily participation – what is 
actually done to and expected from the bodies of 
the participants during the performance event – as 
the starting point for critical analysis. I share the be-
lief in the entanglement of matter and meaning in 
all human experience – as well as the interest in the 
sensory and a#ective dimensions of human percep-
tion – with the so-called New Materialist approach-
es.4 Drawing especially from Jacques Rancière’s and 
Marcel Mauss’s views of human perception and ex-
perience, the main concepts of my framework are 
‘collective body techniques’ and ‘sensory "elds’. 
PARTICIPATION, BODY AND POLITICS IN 
PERFORMANCE
De"nitions of participatory performance and of 
what passes as it depend on the context of use and 
the interests of the quarter that formulates them.5 
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!e plausibility of the very term can also be ques-
tioned; as Jacques Rancière suggests, aren’t all spec-
tating, reading, and viewing activities related to art 
participatory by nature?6 Here, I de"ne participatory 
performances as events that encourage or sometimes 
force the bodies of the participants to become visi-
bly and audibly active and moving. !us, their low-
est common denominator is that they do not adhere 
to the conventional modern realist bourgeois thea-
tre setting with its “illusion of the fourth wall”, and 
in which the spectators sit still on their seats and 
watch the events on the stage silently from a seem-
ingly objective position, as if “from a distance”.7
By the umbrella term ‘politics of the body’ in 
participatory performance, I refer to the bodily 
practices and distributions of agency, authorship 
and control: how are the participants addressed in 
a particular performance. What are they allowed, 
encouraged, or even forced to do? Furthermore, 
since participation necessarily implies processes of 
coming together and parting, what part(s) are the 
partakers o#ered in the performance. I agree with 
Michel Foucault that the human body is always “di-
rectly involved in a political "eld; power relations 
have an immediate hold upon it; they invest it, 
mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, 
to perform ceremonies, to emit signs”.8 Indeed, the 
body, understood both as a material site and as a 
concept, plays a role in all human activity; in policy 
making as well as in our understandings of work, 
rights, freedom, jurisdiction and what it is to be a 
human being, starting from the very notion of “my” 
body, as Ed Cohen has pointed out.9
In my view, politics is not only about the “dis-
tribution of power across social relations, among 
di#erent groups or classes or interests that make 
up, however momentarily, a social body”10 but also, 
and foremost, about who and what has a “part” in 
a social body in the "rst place. !at is, politics is 
about the very practices of “ordering” reality; about 
the processes of making bodies, issues and things 
sensible and about "ghts and negotiations on hav-
ing and not having a part and a share in a social 
body. !us, politics is bound to the issue of partic-
ipation right from the start. I share Davide Pana-
gia’s view that “our capacity to comprehend things 
is grounded in a particular organoleptic con"gura-
tion [that] relate[s] our bodies to the world, but also 
determine[s] the conditions through and by which 
we might sense the world and those who occupy it 
[…]”.11 It follows that sensing is a political activi-
ty since it organizes and guides our perception on 
a fundamental level: what is included in and what 
is excluded from our experience of reality. Artistic 
performances have the possibility to play with and 
challenge our experience of reality; who and what 
have a part in it. !is is why they can be seen as 
having political currency.
HUMAN PERCEPTION, SENSORY FIELDS AND 
COLLECTIVE BODY TECHNIQUES 
My view is predicated on the assumption that there 
is a speci"c sensory apparatus or mode in which the 
human organism, and many other organisms we 
call animals, register their surroundings.12 !e term 
‘sensory "eld’, which refers to forms, intensities and 
elements that the senses of an organism register 
amidst the continuous %ux of stimuli that surround 
it, is a useful term to shed light on this mode. Here, 
“registering” does not refer to language-based acts 
of signi"cation, but to acts of momentarily being 
a#ected by some elements in the ocean of stimuli 
that delineate and guide the perception of the or-
ganism. Erin Hurley describes a#ects as “uncontrol-
lable, skin-level registration[s] of a change to our 
environment”, as “sets of muscular and/or glandular 
responses” that make themselves known “through 
autonomic reactions, such as sexual arousal or 
sweating” and which “we cannot consciously con-
trol.”13 !us, a#ects are nothing that the organism 
could consciously choose but they refer to what just 
happens to engage its senses.
However, in human perception, sensory a#ects 
are automatically taken into language and turned 
into experiences of a self-conscious “I”.14 Inspired 
by Karen Barad’s thoughts, I believe that human 
perception is inevitably both material and discursive 
and that in our experience, nothing is only cognitive 
or only physical.15 For instance, thinking requires a 
material organ, the brain, and the fact that we can 
realize and name the ‘brain’ through language is 
cognitive work. !is intertwining can be seen in the 
double meaning of ‘sense’: as Davide Panagia sug-
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gests, it can refer to both re%ective activity (“what 
makes sense”) and to sensory experience (“what can 
be sensed”).16
!e processes of sensing and sense making – 
of accessing and engaging with our surroundings 
through sensory "elds and of automatically translat-
ing them into conscious experiences and thoughts – 
can be illustrated by Jacques Rancière’s term ‘distri-
bution of the sensible’. It refers to “the implicit law 
governing the sensible order that parcels out places 
and forms of participation in a common world by 
"rst establishing the modes of perception within 
which these are inscribed. !e distribution of the 
sensible thus produces a system of self-evident facts 
of perception based on the set horizons and modal-
ities of what is visible and audible as well as what 
can be said, thought, made, or done. Strictly speak-
ing, ‘distribution’ therefore refers both to forms of 
inclusion and to forms of exclusion. !e ‘sensible’, 
of course, does not refer to what shows good sense 
or judgement but to what is aisth"ton or capable of 
being apprehended by the senses.”17
Every human being was born and lives in a spe-
ci"c social, political and historical situation within 
a particular distribution of the sensible that crucial-
ly informs the parameters of his or her worldview. 
Moreover, our experiences as members of a house-
hold within a distribution of the sensible inevita-
bly a#ect our behaviour. We constantly assume and 
learn mimetic techniques to master various social 
situations both mundane and extraordinary; to sur-
vive within the social dramaturgy of the social body 
within which we live. Here, mimesis does not refer 
to the relationship between ‘original’ and ‘copy’, or 
to the relationship between language and a senso-
ry experience as it does in representationalist theo-
ries.18 Instead, it refers to our capacity to learn and 
adopt behavioural patterns through observing and 
mimicking other people’s behaviour both uncon-
sciously and intentionally.
Drawing on Marcel Mauss’s views, I call these 
behavioural patterns ‘collective body techniques’ so 
as to emphasize their bodily, social, technical and 
skill-bound dimension, yet these skills are not solely 
results of conscious training but also of our uncon-
scious mimetic activity. Mauss was the "rst to use 
the concept ‘techniques of the body’; he referred to 
them as “the ways in which, from society to society, 
men know how to use their bodies.”19 !e body is 
“man’s "rst and most natural technical object, and 
at the same time his "rst technical means […]”.20 
Mauss emphasized that even our most essential ac-
tivities such as walking, eating, sleeping and pushing 
have a body technical and “learnt” culture-bound 
character.21
Collective body techniques “embody” social 
norms in that they produce and manifest accus-
tomed ways of using one’s body “properly”; of re-
acting to other bodies “properly”; and of having a 
“proper” relation to one’s own body in various social 
situations. !ey can be taught and imposed on indi-
viduals and groups purposefully in institutions such 
as schools, prisons, hospitals and museums but we 
also adopt them without noticing it. For instance, 
from our childhood on, we learn body technical 
routines and divisions of labour as to household 
chores; to the ways of behaving at home with other 
household members, guests and alone; as well as to 
ways of expressing and hiding feelings and emotions 
through facial and other bodily gestures. In a new or 
surprising social situation, we tend to automatically 
follow the way in which other people in that situa-
tion behave; I see this as an instance of unconscious 
mimetic learning. Also, the common pedagogical 
method of “teaching by example” relies on our mi-
metic capacity.22 Many of the body techniques that 
we encounter in our everyday life turn into parts of 
our habitus and identity.23
All communities involve behavioural codes 
or rules as to when their members are allowed to 
touch other bodies and objects and which situations 
are seen to require integrity.24 If a person does not 
succeed in learning the collective body techniques 
that are essential for recognition and acceptance as 
a member of the social body he or she lives in, he or 
she is likely to encounter social alienation, discrim-
ination and violence.25 !e same goes for instanc-
es where the person is not given an opportunity to 
learn these techniques or refuses to comply with 
them.
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SENSORY FIELDS AND COLLECTIVE BODY 
TECHNIQUES IN PERFORMANCE
Artistic performances do not stimulate their partic-
ipants merely on the intellectual, re%ective level but 
they also a#ect the participants’ senses. Based on 
my view of human perception, I suggest that every 
performance gives rise to a particular sensory "eld, 
which in this context means the speci"c material, ki-
naesthetic, visual, aural and haptic situation created 
by the performance as a joint e#ect of all its partic-
ipants and elements. It is through this sensory "eld 
that the participants form a conscious experience of 
the event. Since all sensory a#ects are automatical-
ly turned into experiences of a self-conscious “I”, 
it follows that whenever we talk about or analyse a 
performance situation, we talk about our subjective 
experiences rooted in the sensory "eld opened up by 
that situation. It is not possible to describe sensory 
"elds from an unbiased perspective.
!e artists bring crucial elements to the sensory 
"eld by means of their actions and the scenography 
they have created – for instance, what they do and 
make visible and audible; where the participants are 
supposed to sit, stand or move about; what kind of 
ambience they try to generate and so forth – but 
they cannot take complete control of the sensory 
"eld of the event. !is is due to the fact that sensory 
"elds and the experiences that they arouse in par-
ticipants are always situational; they depend on the 
speci"c bodily constellation, expectations, moods 
and reactions of each participant that cannot be 
fully predicted in advance.26 Indeed, any stimulus in 
the sensory "eld can engage the participants’ senses; 
participants often register random stimuli such as 
cracks in the wallpaper, uncomfortable seats or the 
humming of the ventilation system. Sensory "elds 
lead us away from thinking of agency as a human 
privilege or as merely intentional activity. Not only 
human participants, but also other sources can have 
agential force: sounds, noises and lifeless objects can 
a#ect participants, cause sensations in their bodies 
and attract their attention.
In performance situations, there are many col-
lective body techniques and cultural codes of con-
duct at play that we are most likely to become aware 
of when someone or something breaks them. For 
instance, a child who attends a conventional theatre 
performance for the "rst time and who loudly com-
ments on the actions on the stage has not yet learnt 
the “proper” behaviour in the theatre: that one is 
supposed to be silent and keep one’s thoughts and 
reactions mostly to oneself while viewing the events 
on the stage.27
!e transformative potential of participatory 
practices is often located in their striving toward 
promoting visible bodily activity among the partak-
ers, the aim of which is to re-negotiate and challenge 
conventional or hegemonic ways of “being togeth-
er” and of “proper” social interaction both in the 
art context and beyond. In principle, participatory 
performances can intervene with our senses and 
sensing in a very palpable manner. If politics is seen 
to be about (re)negotiations and "ghts for “getting a 
part”, a say and visibility in the prevailing distribu-
tion of the sensible, participatory performances can 
have political relevance since they play and experi-
ment with social processes of “having part” and they 
may thus invoke “breaches” in that distribution. In 
Rancière’s words, an aesthetic experience can pro-
duce “a multiplicity of folds and gaps in the fabric 
of common experience that change the cartography 
of the perceptible, the thinkable and the feasible. 
As such, it allows for new modes of political con-
struction of common objects and new possibilities 
of collective enunciation.”28 !at said, it should be 
borne in mind that artists often have a very clear 
and prede"ned vision of the desired form of partici-
pation and they give precise guidelines along which 
the participants are supposed or allowed to act in 
the performance situation.29
SITUATION FRAGMENTS AND THE SUBJECTIVITY 
OF ANALYSIS
All re%ection and analysis of a performance is root-
ed in the kinaesthetic, sensory and bodily experi-
ences of the researcher that guide his or her views 
and inform the choices he or she makes, both 
consciously and subconsciously.30 Writing about a 
performance is always a discursive and translational 
activity in which bodily experiences are verbalized.31 
If we agree that experiences cannot be fully grasped 
through propositional language, and if we still want 
to do research based on such language, it is crucial to 
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have an approach that recognizes this only partially 
attainable nature of experience through language. 
My framework is a move in this direction; I suggest 
that the sensory "eld opened up by the performance 
and the collective body techniques employed in it 
can be located with the help of ‘situation fragments’. 
!is term refers to written descriptions of speci"c 
sequences, scenes and spatial arrangements in the 
performance that have left strong traces in the re-
searcher’s memory, as well as to the ambiences and 
feelings that the performance has aroused in him or 
her as a participant of the live event; as a viewer of 
video documentation; or, say, as a reader of newspa-
per reviews. Research that is based on situation frag-
ments does not aim at an all-encompassing descrip-
tion of the research object. Instead, it recognizes the 
subjective and, to a certain extent, “indescribable” 
and fragmentary nature of perception.
ON APPLYING MY FRAMEWORK TO PRACTICE: 
WHAT TAMMY NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT GETTING 
OLD AND HAVING SEX
Lois Weaver’s performances have been analyzed 
from “a$rmative”, or, in Jill Dolan’s terms, “pas-
sionate” perspectives that have emphasized their 
empowering, counterhegemonic and communi-
ty-building possibilities.32 Next, I will brie%y out-
line how my framework has also helped me locate 
exclusive tendencies regarding the politics of the 
body and ideological currencies that underlie Weav-
er’s What Tammy Needs to Know About Getting Old 
and Having Sex (2008). !e performance aimed to 
engage its participants – spectators of di#erent ages, 
including medical students33, a professional sexol-
ogist, a few elderly female Londoners as Weaver’s 
co-performers and Weaver herself – in a discussion 
about sexual desires and personal experiences, espe-
cially concerning the e#ects of ageing on sexuality 
and having sex. !e core of the performance was 
Weaver’s alter ego persona Tammy WhyNot – “a 
country ‘n’ western star turned lesbian performance 
artist”34 – who is a means of facilitating engagement 
and public dialogue about issues that are “often 
burdened by social assumptions and myths”.35 I saw 
the performance at the John Ellis Lecture !eatre 
of the Royal London Hospital, Whitechapel on 17 
November 2008 as part of the Performing Medicine 
project that “uses methods found in the arts to help 
medical students and health professionals develop 
skills essential to clinical practice and healthcare”.36
!e sensory "eld of the performance – includ-
ing the spatial and architectural setting, participants 
and their actions and the ambience – was dominat-
ed by a classroom-like spatial arrangement: in the 
low-roofed room, the spectators were placed in rows 
of uncomfortable chairs, each row having a long 
writing surface that emphasized the separation be-
tween the audience and the strongly lit stage area in 
the front area of the room. For the most part of the 
performance, the audience were assumed to adopt 
the body technique familiar from conventional the-
atre performances, that is, to sit attentively next to 
each other and watch Weaver-as-Tammy perform 
in the limelight, telling anecdotes, interviewing the 
elderly women and dancing with them as well as 
discussing sex problems with the sexologist on stage. 
!roughout the performance, there were giggling 
and bursts of laughter in the audience, as well as 
sounds of chairs squeaking under the spectators’ 
weight. !e ambience brought about by the senso-
ry "eld reminded me of a sex education class at an 
upper school, Weaver-as-Tammy being the teacher 
and the audience her pupils.
!is ambience was intensi"ed due to the main 
participatory body technique: verbalizing and talk-
ing aloud about sex-related issues. In the scene 
that I remember particularly well and that I use as 
one of the key situation fragments in my research, 
Weaver-as-Tammy gave every spectator a piece of 
paper, each of which had an un"nished sentence 
relating to sex such as ”If I had a secret sex life...” 
and then started to go around among the audience 
to ask individual spectators how they would contin-
ue the sentence intuitively, looking them keenly in 
the eyes and repeating some of the answers via her 
microphone. A few spectators stayed quiet or hesi-
tated, blushing and looking visibly embarrassed and 
uncomfortable on their seats as Weaver-as-Tammy 
came to them. She smiled naughtily and waited by 
many of these spectators until they said something 
aloud, or came back to them after a while to ask 
the same question again. !at is, uncooperative 
spectators were harassed to put their thoughts into 
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words and share them with the others as if they were 
underachieving pupils in a school homework inter-
rogation.
Weaver’s insistence on making the spectators 
talk aloud added a therapeutic aspect to the ambi-
ence. Verbalization and speech appeared here as a 
medium of exploring, recognizing and processing 
one’s own – and the other participants’ – sexual 
imaginations, desires and bodily sensations through 
language, as if the spectators were taking part in a 
group therapy session led by Weaver-as-Tammy, 
each of them letting their thoughts out in turns. 
!e performance seemed to rely on the assumption 
that we can make a “sensible” project out of sexu-
ality and sex practices and thus, it seems to adhere 
to the “therapeutic aesthetic” whose objective “is to 
mobilize and modify consciousness, to create a sus-
tainable and self-regulating psychic project out of 
very complicated human feelings”.37
Weaver believes in the empowering function of 
talking in public; she is “committed to both audi-
bility and visibility” and the democratic principle 
that “everyone deserves a voice […]”.38 Indeed, the 
performance gave visibility and voice to the elder-
ly women: onstage they could show to younger 
spectators – many of who were medical students – 
that they are active and energetic individuals and 
not a passive, monolithic group of the population. 
!rough their songs, energetic dances and interviews 
that Weaver-as-Tammy carried out with them, these 
co-performers made it clear that although they may 
look di#erent and act di#erently from the younger 
people, they also move about and have sexual needs 
and desires. !eir acts may have invoked “breaches” 
in the distribution of the sensible as to the ways in 
which the other participants perceive elderly people 
and their needs, and regarding the ways of talking 
about sex and sexuality in various situations: with 
the doctor, with one’s family members and friends, 
and so forth. Furthermore, the performance may 
have inspired some of the spectators to rethink their 
views of sexuality or to become more adventurous 
in their sex lives.
Concerning the politics of the body – what pos-
sibilities for bodily agency were o#ered to the partic-
ipants – there were two signi"cantly di#erent agen-
tial roles to be seen. !e elderly women with whom 
Weaver had planned and rehearsed dance and song 
numbers and prepared short live interviews to be 
staged in the show, knew what they and their bodies 
were expected to do in the live performance situ-
ation. !e spectators, on the contrary, were urged 
– and forced – to verbalize their thoughts and speak 
them out at Weaver’s request without prior notice 
and without asking their consent. !at is, Weaver’s 
participatory strategy deprived the spectators of 
their right to keep silent. In the performance, being 
introverted, shy or just reluctant appeared as an “in-
hibition” that needed to be cured. What is more, 
sexuality – and the belief that we can learn to enjoy 
it more through facilitated taboo-breaking speech – 
was in the performance conveyed as a given fact; the 
spectators were addressed as if sexuality was self-ev-
idently a central part of their lives, and as if they 
would undoubtedly bene"t from the verbalizing 
and voicing acts that were demanded from them. 
Weaver seemed to impose her view of reality and 
identities – in which sexuality, being extrovert, and 
making one’s views and claims public are central 
issues – on the spectators. !us, Weaver’s partici-
patory strategy can be seen as exclusionary from 
the point of view of shy and introvert spectators, 
by spectators in whose lives sex and sexuality do not 
play a central role and who do not adhere to the 
therapeutic ethos, as well as by spectators who had 
simply wished for more freedom in deciding if and 
how they participate in the performance.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
In this article, I have presented novel performance 
analytical tools – ‘sensory "elds’ and ‘collective body 
techniques’ – that o#er an explanation of how we 
sense and make sense of performance situations 
and of reality. I have also brie%y shown how these 
tools have helped me shed light on potential exclu-
sions and underlying assumptions in Lois Weaver’s 
What Tammy Needs to Know About Getting Old 
and Having Sex, such as the participatory strategy 
that forced the spectators to be extrovert and talk 
aloud; the therapeutic and pedagogical tendencies; 
and the unquestioned reliance on sexuality. While 
I do recognize the signi"cance of “a$rmative” and 
“passionate” research for feminist and other perfor-
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mance projects, I believe that novel tools – such as 
those that I have presented here – can provide useful 
inputs for scholars and artists alike to further devel-
op our critical practice.
!e concepts ‘sensory "elds’ and ‘collective body 
techniques’ can also be applied to other types of re-
search that focus on the relation between the aims 
of a project – artistic or other – and on what actually 
takes place during its execution process. !ey may 
prove to be especially relevant to such disciplines as 
policy studies, urban studies, architectural theory 
and disability studies, as well as to scholars of episte-
mology and critical ontology. While I have not been 
able to present all aspects of my framework within 
the scope of this article, I hope that it will inspire 
other scholars interested in politics of the body and 
participatory practices to further develop and criti-
cally apply it to their research.
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